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It started with a stolen kiss …
Fiery Myriah Whitney is wild of nature, contrary, and independent. But when her father catches her kissing
the handsome Sir Roland (how else is she to determine if he is the one who will make her feel thunder and
lightning, hear bells and music?), he declares that her days of headstrong independence are over. She will, he
commands, announce her engagement to Sir Roland—immediately.

But in an age where marriages are about alliances rather than affection, practicality not passion, Myriah
wants more—she wants to fall in love. And she does not love Sir Roland. So she runs away to her
grandfather with her faithful manservant, Tabson, at her side.

A wrong turn in the fog, however, leads to the discovery of an injured young man, and before she knows it
Myriah is caught up in world of intrigue and secrets. And when she meets the young man’s older brother, the
mysterious Lord Kit Wimborne, the sparks fly. Their first encounter—in his bed, both of them naked, no
less!—is an explosion of wills, and it is what finally set Myriah on fire.

She has, it seems, finally found her thunder and lightning…
an excerpt:
She lay staring in utter disbelief
at the stranger she was still holding in her arms

Lantern in hand, Kit moved upstairs to his bedchamber. He was surprised the drapes in his room had been
pulled tight but was too tired to contemplate the mystery. He set the lit lantern on a side table and shrugged
out of his clothes. He then picked up the lantern and made his way to his bed, setting the lantern on the
nightstand. However, there he stopped short.
Someone with long, flaming ringlets of hair was lying face down, covered only to her waist—in his bed!
His first thought made him grin. His puppy of a brother had no doubt brought her home with him, but why
would the rascal send her off to his bedchamber?
Drape mystery solved, and another one to contemplate.
“Now what to do with you, sweet,” he murmured. Grinning, as he thought, One shouldn’t infringe on one’s
brother’s property—but really, Billy, why the devil did you put her in my bed? This question repeated itself,
and still grinning, his lordship decided the only thing to do in such a situation was to wake her—his way!
He nibbled at her delicate ears and placed a warm kiss on her throat. She groaned pleasurably. The sound
stimulated him, and he leaned over her and took her mouth with
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From reader reviews:

Dwight Ivers:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world may share their idea.
Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire all their reader with their story or perhaps
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their proficiency in writing,
they also doing some analysis before they write for their book. One of them is this Myriah Fire.

Rick Braden:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this Myriah Fire publication written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your current hunger then you still doubt Myriah Fire as good book not simply by the cover but also by the
content. This is one e-book that can break don't evaluate book by its handle, so do you still needing one more
sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already alerted you so why you have
to listening to a different sixth sense.

Jamie Leal:

The book untitled Myriah Fire contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains the girl idea with easy
technique. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to
read that. The book was published by famous author. The author will bring you in the new age of literary
works. You can easily read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or program, so you
can read the book within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide open their
official web-site and order it. Have a nice read.

Arnold Allison:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book had been rare? Why so
many problem for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people likes
examining, not only science book but novel and Myriah Fire or others sources were given know-how for
you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science guide was
created for teacher or students especially. Those guides are helping them to increase their knowledge. In
various other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Myriah Fire to make your spare time
much more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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